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1. Challenges (1/2)


The agriculture sector is a unique sector due to its strategic importance for both
European citizens (consumers) and economy (regional and global) which, ideally,
should make the whole sector a network of interacting organizations.



Different groups of stakeholders
have to manage many different and
heterogeneous sources of
information that need to be
combined in order to make
economically and environmentally
sound decisions, such as:
•

•
•

•

definition of policies (subsides,
standardization and regulation,
national strategies for rural
development, climate change);
valuation of ecological
performances;
development of sustainable
agriculture, crop recollection,
timing and pricing;
plagues detection, etc.
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1. Challenges (2/2)


In this context, future agriculture knowledge management systems have to
support not only direct profitability of agriculture or environment protection,
but also activities of individuals and groups allowing effective collaboration
among groups in the agri‐food industry, consumers, public administrations
and wider stakeholders communities.
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2. Project concept (1/3)
 Title : FOODIE – Farm Oriented Open Data in Europe
 Duration: 03/2014 – 02/2017
 Co‐funded Competitiveness and Innovation Framework
Programme: CIP‐ICT‐PSP‐2013‐7
 Call topic: geographical open data
 Consortium: 13 partners
• Coordinator: Atos Spain
• Research institutions such as WRLS, CTIC and PSNC bringing to the project
results from previous projects in the area of semantics, open data and sensor
networks.
• Industrial partners: Large industries acting as technology providers and
providing experience in large‐scale systems integration (ATOS, SERESCO) or
end‐users in the agricultural area (MJM).
• SME’s: Providing another perspective from industry, acting either as
researchers/technology providers or as end‐users (NETCAD, PROGIS, TERRAS)
• Public bodies/organizations: acting as end‐users and requirements providers
(BIM, OZID, TDF)
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2. Project concept (2/3)


The main idea of FOODIE project is to improve farm management processes by
providing support with
•

Earth Observation techniques
 using remote, in situ and crowdsourcing coming from open and public heterogeneous sources
as well as from private bodies),

•
•
•

crop and agricultural land use monitoring methods,
model development, and
spatial and statistical analysis



The project also addresses the problem of monitoring environmental variables and
also the impacts of agriculture on climate (greenhouse gas emissions from the
agricultural sector), soil and water and provide specialized advisory services to
different groups of users to support them in the decision making process.



In this sense, the farmer/forester/conservationist is directly connected to his/her
ground/field and knows how the land is changing, how the use of the land is
changing and how these changes are impacting the land.
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2. Project concept (3/3)
 FOODIE project aims at:
• building and open and interoperable agricultural specialized platform hub on
the cloud for the
• management and discovery of spatial and non‐spatial agriculture data
from heterogeneous sources;
• integrating existing and valuable European open datasets related to
agriculture;
• data publication and data linking of external agriculture data sources
contributed by diﬀerent public and private stakeholders;
• providing specific and high‐value applications and services for the
support in the planning an decision‐making processes of diﬀerent
stakeholders groups related to the agricultural and environmental domains;
• providing a marketplace where data can be discovered and exchanged but
also external companies can publish their own agricultural applications
based on the data, services and applications provided by FOODIE.
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3. FOODIE service platform


open and interoperable geospatial platform hub on the cloud based on existing software components from research
results and available solutions in the market (mostly open‐source)



makes use of spatial information resources and services from various domains : INSPIRE, SISE, GMES/Copernicus , GNSS,
GALILEO, GEOSS , GBIF, EUNIS, EEA, etc.



allow the integration of external agriculture production and food market data using principles of Open Linked Data



an open and flexible lightweight Application Programming Interface (API), that allows private and public stakeholders in
the agricultural and environmental area to publish their own datasets (e.g., datasets provided by local sensor networks
deployed in situ in farms, knowledge from farm communities, agricultural services companies, etc.) and make it available in
the platform hub as open linked data (and enabling it to further processing and reasoning over it)



specific and high‐value applications and services
for the support in the planning and decision‐
making processes of the different stakeholders
groups



provision of security mechanisms to prevent the
unauthorised access and use of the platform
users’ personal information as well as the data
published by them



a marketplace where data can be discovered and
exchanged but also external companies can
publish their own agricultural applications based
on the data, services and applications provided by
FOODIE
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4. Decision making processes
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4. Stakeholders, decision making and data model
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5. Innovative aspects (1/2)






Cloud deploying of basic and standardized services , allowing
•

decreasing not only deploying costs but also production and maintenance costs.

•

making easier integration and realize the vision of a “network of data‐hubs”, sharing data and
services to provide a new data exploitation ecosystem where data is enriched by composition.
Collaboration among hubs will enable a market for data brokerage.

Easily discoverability and composability of services
•

Data and services deployed and published by FOODIE ‐ based on common and widely used
standards ‐ will be publicly available enabling thus the discovery by end users/third party
companies and reuse of them stand‐alone or by composition with other services to provide a
richer or a particular solution.

•

This approach will also enable a personalization market realized by third‐party, specialized
companies in vertical markets.

“Pay as you go” paradigm
•

Services or data published by FOODIE can be free or non‐ free.

•

For instance, FOODIE will provide for free a global agriculture sector balanced scorecard
and a non‐free repository where key indicators for the agriculture sector may be obtained and
combined by all stakeholders to make their own balanced scorecard.

•

This paradigm will enable third parties as for instance consultancy companies to
sell consultancy services (reports, etc.) on top of FOODIE information.
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5. Innovative aspects (2/2)






Reward mechanisms for data sharing
•

FOODIE will promote participation of stakeholders and end users (high value data
owners) in terms of “the more information you provide to the hub, the more data and
services for free you will enjoy”.

•

Also, this approach will help to build virtual communities and exploit social knowledge.

Clear Return of Investment (ROI) for the end user
•

Reduction of costs are a strategic pillar of most SMEs but also large number of
companies in the agricultural domain.

•

For instance, FOODIE services will include a simulator which calculates, asking a few
questions about a crop, reduction of costs by rationalizing the use of fertilizers, water,
energy, etc. thus quickly amortizing the cost of the service.

Multi‐device/multiplatform/multipurpose front‐ends
•

FOODIE will include mechanisms allowing users to exploit information and services by
means of graphical and intuitive interfaces.

•

Standards as HTML5 widgets for visualization will be preferred to assure compliance
with mobility devices, as they provide automatic means to perform interface adaptation
according to specific hardware and software capabilities.
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6. Pilot scenarios
FOODIE concepts and objectives will be realized by means of the resulting service platform
hub, which will be demonstrated in three different pilots scenarios across Europe, providing
each of them thus a set of common and specific requirements:


Pilot 1: Precision Viticulture (Spain) will focus on the appropriate management of the
inherent variability of crops, an increase in economic benefits and a reduction of
environmental impact.



Pilot 2: Open Data for Strategic and Tactical Planning (Czech Republic) will focus on
improving future management of agricultural companies (farms) by introducing new tools
and management methods, which will follow the cost optimization path and reduction of
environmental burden, improving the energy balance while maintaining the production
level.



Pilot 3: Technology allows integration of logistics via service providers and farm
management including traceability (Germany). This pilot will focus on integrating the
German machinery cooperatives systems with existing farm management and logistic
systems as well as to develop and enlarge existing cooperation and business models with the
different chain partners to create win‐win situations for all of them with the help of IT
solutions.
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